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ABSTRACT

We report 13-cm wavelength radar observations of the main-belt asteroids 7 Iris, 9 Metis 12 Victoria,

216 Kleopatra,  and 654 Zelinda obtained at Arecibo between 1980 and 1989. The echces  are highly polarized yet

broadly distributed in Doppler frequency. indicating that our targets are smooth on decimeter scales but very rough

on some scale(s) larger than about one meter. The echo sp@ra are generally consistent with existing size, shape,

and spin information based on radiomeuic,  lightcurve,  and occultation data, except  that Victoria spectra from two

apparitions conflict with the only published pole diration for that t~et. All of our targets possess distinctive radar

signatures that reveal large-scale topography. Reflectivity spikes within narrow ranges of rotation phase suggest

large flat regions on Iris, Metis, and Zelinda,  while bindal  spxtra  imply nonconvex,  possibly bifurcatd  shapes for

Kleopatra  and Victoria, Kleopatra  has the highest radar albedo  yet measured for a main-belt asteroid, irrdicatiig a

high metal concxmmation  and making Kleopatra  the best main-belt candidate for a core remnant of a differentiated

and subsequently disrupted parent body, Upon completion of the Arecibo telescope upgrade. there will be several

opportunities per year to resolve main-belt asteroids with hundred~ of delay-Doppler cells, which can be inverted to

provide estimates of both thee climensional  shape and radar scattering properties.
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The sha~s, spins, and surface properties of main-belt asteroids (MBAs) w key boundary conditions on theories

for the collisional  histories of individual objects and the entire asteroid popu Iation. A variety of methculs  are

employed at optical and infrared wavelengths to cleduce the shapes and spins of MBAs,  despite their small angular

sizes (- 0.1 arcsec). Photometric lightcurves  are reliable sources of simple shape constraints and rotational

information for hundreds of asteroids (Magnusson et al. 1989 and references therein). Speckle interferometry

(Drumrnond  and Hege 1989 and references therein, Tsvetkova el al. 1991, McCarthy et al. 1994) and adaptive optics

(Saint-pt$  et af. 1993a,  b) can yield images with <0.1 arc= resolution, sufficient to reveal the overall shapes of

some of the largest MBA’s. Occultation observations can furnish direct dimensional constraints and, if chords are

densely sampled, detailed limb profiles (Minis and Dunham 1989. and references therein). Of course. the most

powerful technique by far is spacecraft reconnaissance, as den] onstrated  by Galileo images that revealed the

irregular, heavily cratered surfaces of Gaspra and Ida; however, it is unlikely that such missions will provide images

of a large number of &steroids  in the near term.

Radar obsewations  can obtain useful spatial resolution of main-belt asteroids if the echoes are strong enough.

The spatial resolution arises from the ability to nxolve the echo in time delay and lJoppler  frequency, and does not

depend on the angular size of the target. In practice, such observations have been limited by the sensitivity of

available telescopes, and almost all MBA radar measurements are resolved only in Doppler frequency, providing

one-dimensional images that can be thought of as scans of radar brightness taken through a slit parallel to the

target’s projected spin vmtor. For the bulk of extant observations. the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an optimally

filtered sum of all spectra obtained in an experiment is less than 10. providing rmuginal spatial resolution. For

experiments with much higher  SNR. the spectra provide unique information about size, shape. and spin vector, but

even the lowest SNR observations are useful because disc-integrated radar properties constrain macroscopic

roughness and near-surfa~ bulk density.

Ostro, Campbell, and Shapiro (1985, henceforth 0CS85)  reported initial results from Arecibo  (13-cm, 2380-

MHz) radar observations of 20 MBAs. Their principal results included (i) polarization ratios that indicate, for

almost all their targets, a deficit of near-surface roughness within an order of magnitude of the wavelength, (ii) broad

echo spectral shapes that require considerable roughness at some scale(s) large compared to the wavelength, and (iii)

a five-fold variation in radar albedo, implying metal concentrations ranging from nearly zero to nearly unity if the

surfaces all have regoliths  with porositks like thcwe on the Moon. Since that paper was publislwl,  the list of radar-

detected MBAs has increased by 5070 and several objects have ken  observed during more than one apprwition.

Here we present detailed analyses of all radar observations of 7 Iris, 9 Metis, 12 Victoria, 216 Kleopat.ra  and

654 Z%linda conducted at Arecibo during 1980-1989. Flhoes from each of these asteroids show evidenu for hwge-

scale topography. For Iris, Met.is,  and Zelinda,  Doppler-resolved spctral  featu)es  appear over small intervals of
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rotation phase, probably due to refledions  from large flat regions. For Kleopatra and Victoria, bimodal  spectra in

restricted phase internals indicate nonconvex, possibly bifurcated shapes. Our observations yield new constraints on

pole direction and surface properties for all five ob~~ta.

In the next section we describe our observations and data reduction, and give an overview of our strategies for

data analysis and physical inference. In Section 3. we present radar results for each asteroid in turn, gearing our

analysis to the particular combination of available echo strength, rotation phase coverage, and non-radar prior

information about physical properties. In Section 4 we discuss the ensemble of results and their implications for

asteroid science. We conclude by describing immediate prospects for observations of these objects with the

upgraded Arecibo  radar,

1

2. OBSERVATIONS ANI) DATA RED1-JCTION

Observational and data reduction techniques were very similar to those described by Ostro et al. (1983 and

1992). Briefly, each transmit-receive cycle. or run, yielded echo power spectra that we blocked into 4-minute sums.

Each run’s receive interval typically lasted several seconds less than the round-trip echo time delay (R’IT), between

14 and 24 minutes for our observations. Table I lists first and last observation dates, total numbers of runs.  and

average values of right ascension, declination, and distanc~ for each apparition. The. post-1981 observations used a

two-channel receiving system for simultaneous recording of echoes in the same sense of circular polarization as

transmitted (the SC sense) and in the opposite (OC) sense. (The 1980 Iris observations used a single-channel

system, which was switched between 0( and SC in alternate runs.) The helicity  of circular polarization is reversed

upon reflection from a surface that is smooth on all scales within about an order of magnitude of the wavelength, but

SC echo power can arise from single backscattering  from a rough surface. from multiple scattering, or from

subsurface refraction. The circular polarization ratio Vc = SC/OC is thus a measure of the near-surface structural

complexity, or “roughness,” at scales near the wavelength.

F~ho power is given by P~ = P= CT G~ A2 cr/(4rc)3  Rd. where P1 is the transmitted power, CT and G~ are the

antema  gains during transmission and reception, k is the observing wavelength, R is the radar-target distan~,  and cr

is the radar cross section (either OC or SC), defined as 4rt times the backscattered  power per steradian  per unit

irwident  flux at the target. Echo power was measured as a function of frequency relative to the Doppler frequency of

hypothetical echoes from the cater of mass (COM) as predicted by site ephemerides. The uncertainties in the

Doppler-prediction ephemerides were small compared with the data’s frequemy  resolution.

We normalized each of our 4.-mirmte spectra to the. standard deviation of the receiver noise to facilitate the

formation of weighted sums of spectra taken with different values of antenna gain, transmitter power, system

temperattm,  target distance, and integration time. Un&rtainties  in estimates of radar cross section are due primarily

to systematic errors in calibration of antenna gain (as a function of elevation and azimuth), transmitter power, and
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system temperature, as well as pointing accuracy, which varies over a variety of time scales. Our experience during

the 1980s with observations of a variety of radar targets leads us to believe that for the most part, the absolute

uncertainty in radar cross section estimates is between 20% and 50’%, while relative uncertainties are half as large.

Most systematic effects cancel for Vc. and statistical uncertainty frc)m  the propagation of receiver noise (Appendix I

of ostro et al. 1983) dominates our quoted errors. The time-b~dwid~  products for all s~~a presen~d in ~S

paper are >>100, and the noise obeys Gaussian statistics. Our method for estimation and removal of the mean

background of the receiver noise was described most recently by Ostro et al. (1992). Typically, several runs were

obtained each day over a span of several days to provide spectra at different rotation phases and to increase the total

SNR. For each radar apparition, the target’s plane-of-sky motion was very small (Table I). The useful rotation

phase resolution is restricted by the available sampling in rotation phase and the echo SNRS and is different for each

target,

3. DATA ANALYSIS
.

An echo’s strength and polarization, and its distribution in Doppler frequency and time delay contain information

about the target’s characteristics on size scales from its overall dimensions down to the microscopic. It is useful to

imagine a hierarchy of scales:

wavelength < facet < tile < asteroid

where “tile” implies the effective spatial resolution of the data and/or an assumed model. Most radar-detited

asteroids, including those discussed in tils paper, have low circular polarization ratios (~c- O. 1), which indicates

that most of the OC echo power is due to single back-reflections from surface elements, or “facets,” that are smooth

on all scales within about an order of magnitude of the wavelength (OCS85).

For targets with low Vc, the OC radar albedo  (~OC = ci~AP  , with A, the target’s projected area) can be related

to the Fresnel power reflection coefficient at normal incidence (R) via:

(1)

where the gain factor g depends on the target’s orientation, its gross shape, the distribution of surface slopes with

respect to that shape, and on the degree of wavelength-scale, near-surface roughness. For a sphere with ~C= O, the

gain factor is unity, and one can think of g’s dcparhm from unity as quantifying how the distribution of facet tilts

with incidence angle differs from that of a sphere. For most large main-belt asteroids, g is expected to be within a

few tens of percent of unity (OCS85),  so that  doC provides a reasonable first approximation to R. For dry,

particulate mixtures of rock and metal with particle sizes < W1OO,  R depends strongly on bulk density, which in turn

is a function of the porosity, the metal weight fraction, and the specific gravities of the rock and metal phases.
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&r echo’s instantanwus  edge- to-edge bandwidth B at rotation phase $ can be w~itten:

4n D($)
B(r$, 5) =  —~cos (5) (2)

where D is the breadth normal to the radar line of sight of the asteroid’s pole-on silhouette, 5 is tAe targetamtered

declination of the radar and P is the apparent rotation period, Each target’s rotation period is known quite well

(1..agerkvist et al. 1989 and references therein) and the contributiorl  of plane-of-sky motion to the apparent rotation

was negligible for all our observations; therefore, we treat our bandwidth estimates as joint constraints on D($) and

& Our ability to discern the spctral edges of an echo and hence the. perceptibility of rotational bandwidth variations

depends on the shape and radar scattering properties of the target and on the SNR. which for the targets discussed

here is not very high. In any event, the observed bandwidth can never b greater than the maximum bandwidth.

B~ax (5) = [4n.DmX/~]  cos b, corresponding to the maximum breadth of the target’s pole-on silhouette.

One goal of asteroid astronomy is the development of realistic, detailed shaW models. For several of our targets,

ellipsoid models based on photometric Iightcurves,  occultations, and infrared radiomehy  provide approximations

that retine  radar albedo estimates and also provide a priori estimates of Bmn(b). When there is sufficient co~dence

in knowledge of an echo’s bandwidth. the spectral shape constrains surface structural characteristics at both facet

and tile scales. For example, one measure of surface roughness on scales ~ 10A is the fractional half-power

bandwidth B~P /B~ax . Radar exhoes from the Moon, with B“P /l]Nx -0.1, are dominated by specular reflections

from surfam elements near the sub-radar point. 0CS85  found that BHp  /Bmax -0.5 for the very -low+tc targets Ceres

and Pallas. indicating surfaces that are much rougher than the lunar surface at some scale(s) greater than a few

meters.

With adequate SNR, echo bandwidth and spectral structure as functions of rotation phase can constrain an

asteroid’s shape by revealing topographic features. Higher SNR cases may warrant using the echoes to estimate the

shape. The number of shape parameters constrained by the data is dictated by the SNR, the Doppler resolution, and

the orientation coverage of the data, Sane approaches used to model Earth-crossing asteroid echoes (e.g., Ostro  et

a/. 1990, Hudson and Ostro 1994) have limited applicability y to the observations reported here. All such approaches

parametenze the surface’s average angular scattering law [oO(t3) = dcddA, where dA is an element of surface area

and 6 is the angle of incidence], which quantiiles  effects of structure at facet scales. Simpson and Tyler (1982)

described efforts to infer facet slope statistics from measurements of crO(0)  within the framework of various

definitions of slope probability density functions. For example, in modeling echces  from Pallas,  0CS85 assurmd  a

spherical shape and a scattering law proportional to exp(-sO-2tan2  f3)/cos4  0, where SO is the adirectional  rms slope.

Parker’s (1973) one-dimensional probability y density function is implicit, and Gaussian height-distribution and

surf= autccorrelation  functions am assumed. All other modeling of asteroid echoes to date has used an empirical

cm% law, for which n = 1 corresponds to gemetric  scattering (radar brightness proportional to projected area), n =

2 to Lambert  limb darkening, and higher values to more specular backscattering,.  Estimates of the radar scattering
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law exponent for two Earth-crossing asteroids yield n w 2 for 1685 Toro (Ostro et al. 1983) and n = 2.8* 0.3 for

4769 Castalia  (Hudson and Ostro 1994). If a Parker probability density function is assumed, then a cos% scattering

law implies ~ = ~~ , ()~t~-’(@  =45° ~d40°fo~th~se twoob@s  (see the Appendix).

4. RESULTS

In this section. we begin the discussion of each t~get by assessing the available non-radar information about

I size, shape, and spin vector from radiometric,  lightcurve.  and occultation observations. These constraints are

I summarized in Table II for ease of referenrx.  For Iris, MeUs, and K Ieopatra,  analyses of multi-apparition lightcurves

I have produced estimates of pole direction as well as simple shape constraints in the form of model ellipsoid axis

ratios (a/b and b/c, where a > b > c and rotation is about the shortest axis). Size constraints derived from a

combination of optical and infrared data are available for Iris, Victoria, Zelinda  and Kleopatra  (Tedesco and Veeder

1992). Occultation observations contribute prior information about the sizes and shapes of Metis and Kleopatra,

Galileo’s encounters with Gaspra and Ida have provided two tests for evaluating groundbased predictions for

size, shape, and spin vector. Although both asteroids are irregularly shaped, ellipsoid models derived from

groundbased VIS/IR observations furnished accurate predictions of size, elongation and (ambiguities aside) pole

direction (Magnusson  et al. 1992, Binzel  et al. 1993, Belton  et al. 1994). We have studied the published nonradar

constraints on our targets’ geometric properties and in several cases have settkxl  on an u priori ellipsoid model  as

the starting point of our analysis.

I Iris

Magnusson’s  (1986) analysis of Iris  lightcurves  yielded a model  ellipsoid with a/b= 1.18, b/c= 1.41, and a pole

direction with ecliptic longitude and latitude (k, ~) of either (15° k 5“, +25”* 15”) or (195° * 5°. +15° f 150). The

lightcurve coverage for Iris is such that uncertainties in the axis ratim  are believed to be c 0.1 (Magmrsson  1990).

Another lightcurve  analysis (Zappa.h and Di Martino 1986) yielded a model ellipsoid with alb = 1.19, b/c = 1.21,

and possible pole dinxtions  of (18° * 5°, +33° * 7°) and (193” * 4“, +16° * 8“). These analyses are in agreement,

except for their estimates of b/c, possibly because of different assumptions about the optical scattering properties of

Iris’ surface. Magnusson  assumed geometric scattering, while Zappalh and Di Martino  applied an empirical

correction factm based on the laboratory work of Barucci  et af. (1984). Magnusson  ( 1990) argues convincingly that

geometric scattering is a better approximation to the “true” scattering law than is the model of Barucci et al.. so we

will adopt Magnusson’s  model.

Goldstone-VLA  radar aperture synthesis observations of Iris (de Pater et af. 1994) removed the ambiguity in the

pole dirwtion  in favor of the solution (A = 15”, (}= +25”). This pole direction corresponds to a subradar latitude b =

19° i 8° during the IRAS observations, which provided a radiometric  diameter of 200 * 10 km (Tedesco and
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Veeder 1992). The average projected area of Mrrgmrsson’s ellipsoid model duriig those observations would be the

same as that of a 200-km sphere if the ellipsoid’s dimensions were 260x220x155 km. We adopt this as a working

model for Iris, with a 15% Urrcerminty in each dimension, which is intended to include the quoted uncertainties in

the radiometric  diameter and the model ellipsoid’s axis ratios, possible systematic bias in scaling the ellipsoid using

the radiometric diameter (Brown 1985), and uncertainty in the asteroid’s orientation at the time of the IRAS

observations.

Figure 1 shows weighted sums of echo spectra obtained in 1980 and 1984 smoothed to a resolution of 30 Hz,

Fig. 2 reproduces a weighted-sum spectrum from recently reported 1991 Goldstone  3.5-cIn  observations (de Pater

et al. 1994) smoothed to 240 Hz, and Figs. 3 and 4 show sums of spectra with selected rotation phase groups for

1980 and 1984. As depicted in polar plots inset into the. figures, each spectrum represents a weighted average of

spectra from short integration times (4-mirrute  blocks or individual runs –- SW. captions). In the polar plots, the

standard deviation of the noise for each spectrum that contributes to the sum is represented by a radial “error bar” at

the corresponding relative rotation phase. The rotation phase origins are arbitrary and do not correspond to any.
particular orientation of the model ellipsoid. The SNR’s of the spwXra in Figs. 3 and 4 preclude detection of

rotational bandwidth variations as small as those predicted by the model ellipsoid.

The horizontal extents of the shaded boxes in Figs. 1 and 2 encompass interval estimates for spectral edge

hxations based on BNX(5)  for the norninaf ellipsoid model and pole direction (Table II) and the uncertainties therein.

The apparent extents of the C)C spectra (i.e., the bandwidths between fust zero crossings) are consistent with the

prior constraints. These spectra, therefore, are best described as very broad (BHP /B 2 0.5), and we can conclude

with reasonable confidence that Ins is rough at some scale(s) no smaller than the wavelength. However, Iris’ low

circular polarization ratio (Table III) indicates that most of the echo power arises from single back-reflections from

facets whose sizes and radii of curvature are large compared to L Thus the detection of echo power near the spectraf

edges, far from the center of the asteroid’s disc, seems to require considerable roughness at some scale(s) greater

than a few meters.

Our 1984 Iris spectra show evidence for roughness at topographic scales, that is, scales that are not negligible

compared with the asteroid’s overall dimensions. A narrow spike centered near -300 Hz can be seen in the “group

1” spectrum of Fig, 4. The available SNR does not allow precise estimation of the attributes of this spike, but we

have determined the optimal filtering in rotation phase and Doppler frequency that maximizes the spike’s SNR. &r

average of six consecutive spectra covering a phase interval of A$ = 13°. smoothed to 90 Hz resolution. yields SNR

w 8 for the spike. Because of limited SNR and a data gap immediately following this interval, we consider this

estimate to be only a crude one for the feature’s extent in rotation phase. Figure 5 shows this spectrum and similarly

processed spectra before and after the appearance of the radar spike. The 90-Hz frequency filter corresponds to a

distance, measured normal to the plane containing Iris’ spin vector and the radar line of sight, of-25 km, which sets

a lower bound on one dimension of the region responsible for the spike. If this feature were due to a region of
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unusually high intrinsic radar reflectivity, we would expect to see it migrate from left to right as rotation brought it

from positive to negative Doppler frequencies. The feature’s presence in a restricted phase interval indicates that the

surge in brightness is due to geometry, i.e., a temporruy surge in smface  uea oriented nomal to tie rah. That is.

there must be a large region on Iris with surface facets more or less parallel to each other. Various detailed

configurations of facets are obviously possible, but tbe most plausible physical picture is of a continuous, fairly hat

region.

Table III shows estimates of Iris’ OC radar cross  section, C)C radar albedo, and circular polarization ratio from

the 1980, 1984, and 1991 experirnenw. The raclar cross section (rJW)  is calculated from a weighted average of

available s~tra, and the radar albedo (kc) is estimated by divid~g GW by the pro&ted Mea of tie nomin~ a

priori  ellipsoid averaged over all rotation phases. The quoted uncertainties (in parentheses) include all known

sources of error, including the fact that the phase for the. ellipsoid’s minimum-bandwidth orientation is not known.

The weightd average of all radar albedo estimates for Iris is ~oc = 0.11 *. O.0~. l’his  md values fm OUI otier four

targets will be discussed in Section 4. The 13-cm estimate of Uc from 1980 is less than either the 3.5-cm estimate at

a comparable subradar  latitude or the 1984 estimate obtained with a more equatorial view. Discrepancies in

estimates of PC for other multi-year asteroid radw data sets Me r~e+ even at the IOW level  of si@c~@ here,  so

we take these numbers to suggest the possibility or either regional or scale-dependent variations in small-scale

structure.

A4etis

Since the mid 1980’s, three separate lightcurve  analyses (all assuming geometric optical scattering) have

provided triaxial  ellipsoid models and pole directions for Metis.  Zappah and Kne~evi~ (1984) found axis ratios

of a/b= 1.32 and Mc = 1.34 and possible pole directions with ecliptic coordinates of Z1 = (2”* 6°. +26” * 6°) ad Z2

= (186° * 8°, +43° * 60). Magnusson (1990) found axis ratios of a/b = 1.27 and b/c= 1.26 and a pole direction of

either Ml = (0° * 5°, +20° * 10”) or M2 = (180° * 5“, +30” * 10[’). As for Iris, uncertainties in Magnusson’s  axis

ratios are believed to be c 0.1. Finally, Drummond et af. (1991) obtained axis ratios of a/b = 1.27 * 0.02 and

b/c = 1.24* 0.02 and a pole direction within 8“ of either D1 = (0°, +7°) or D2 = (181°, +230). The model axis ratios

are within Magnusson’s  quoted uncertainties, so we will adclpt  Magnusson’s  axis ratios with conservative

uncertainties of 0.1. The pole longitudes agree to well within the quoted uncertainties, but there is a significant

dispersion in the pole latitudes, which may be due in part to scdution  refinements as additional Iightcurve  data

became available.

Metis  was not observed by IRAS, but occultation chords from 1984 are fit by an ellipse with overall dimensions

of 21 OX17O km (Kristensen  1984; see also Minis and Dunham 1989). The sky proj@ions of the poles listed above

are aligned within 40” of the occultation ellipse’s long axis, suggesting some foreshortening of the asteroid’s longest

dimension. Given the above pole directions and their uncertainties, the view during the occultation was sufficiently
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cIose to pole-on (49° <151 c 83”) that the pro@tion  of Magm.rsson ‘S elfip~id  would be at least 93~0 m long ss the

ellipsoid itself. In light of this information, we adopt as an a priori shaw model  an ellipsoid with dimensions within

15% of 215X170X135 h.

Figure 6 shows weighted sums of echo spectra obtaked in 1984 and 1986, Predicted ranges for BmM based on

the adopted a priori shape model and the pole clirections  listed above are shown by shaded boxes for comparison

with the apparent spectral edges (the innermost zero crossings) for each year. The various pole solutions give

identical predictions for b and hence BmX for the 1986 apparition, but different predictions for 1984. Whereas the

1984 spectrum’s edges seem to favor the D 1, D2, and M2 pole solutioms,  an unusual shape and/or a highly specular

radar scattering law could conceivably produce a sp@ral  shape with weak wings that would be obscured by the

noise, In any event. the curnmtly available radar data cannot resolve the pole ambiguity for Metis.

Figs. 7 and 8 show sums of spectra within selected rotation-phase groups for each year. As with Iris, a radar

spike in Metis spectra from the 1984 apparition is seen within a limited rotation phase interval. This spike

dominates the “group 5“ spectrum in Fig. 7 and is sufficiently strong that it can be detected in two adjacent rotation

phase sub-groups  (Fig. 9 [a] ZUKl [b]) sp~ing -24° of rotation phase. However, the SNR is insufficient to detect the

spike at rotation phases immediately adjacent to that rmge (e.g., Fig. 9 [c]). so we cwot discern rotation phase

boundaries for the feature. The spike’s height is maximized by filtering to a resolution of 50 Hz, which corresponds

to a linear dimension of at least 9.2 km / cos & The M2 pole direction predicts b = -69° * 110. which corresponds to

26 (+27,-9) km. or 12 (+27, -9) % of the u priori ellipsoid’s longest dimension (vs. -25 km and - 1O$?O for the Iris

feature). The D1 and D2 pole directions predict Ibl = 75” * 11°, which corresponds to 36 (+95. -15) km, or 17 (+44,

-7) % of the u priori ellipsoid’s longest dimension. Our estimates of PC for Metk (Table HI) are similar to those for

Iris, so our inferences about surface structure on Iris seem broadly applicable to Metis.  However, the Metis glint
. . > 50”) ~d the Iris glint  was swn during a more equatorialwas seen during a more pole-on apparmon (blM=~i~  ~

apparition (@ri, = 19° * 8“). Therefore, the putative flat regi~s responsible for tie g~ts must have very different

orientations with respect to the two asteroids’ equatorial planes.

IRAS observations of Zelinda yielded a radiometric diameter of 127 t 4 km, and Iightcurves  have establishal  a

rotation period of 31.9 hours, hut no a priori shape models or pole-direction constraints have been published for this

object. Nonetheless, Zelinda’s lightcurves  etitbit peak-to-valley brighmss variations of 4.3 matitides (Schober

1975). Noting that Iris’ lightcurves have similar amplitudes and that projected area variations of iris’ a priori

ellipsoid model are M large as 18%, we adopt a 20% uncertain y for ZAinda’s  projected area.
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We observed Zelinda  on Jan 17 and 18, 1988, completing four nm.s  on the first date and five on the second, Each

run yielded four OC/SC  paim, one from each of four, four-fiute  accumulations. Figure 10 plots OC weighted-sum

sptxtra  for (a) the nine runs, (b) the two dates, and (c) the entire experiment. The two dates spanned two sections of

rotation phase about 82 apart: 16&-191°  on Jan. 17 and 93°-100” on Jan. 18. Our phme origin is arbitrary — we

do not know the correspondence between our phases and those of lightcurve extrema.

For a target with Zelinda’s  rotation period, Eq. 2 can be rewritten to relate instantaneous bandwidth (B, Hz) to

breadth (D, km): B = 0.869 D QS 6, so estimation of B places a joint constraint on D and b. The innermost zero

crossings of the spectrum in Fig. 10 (c) give B =98 Hz, cmresponding  to D cos b = 113 km, A more sophisticated

estimator uses least squares to fit a model  spectrum to the data, i.e., to extrapolate from echoes above the noise down

to the spectral edges. A very simple model, corresponding to a spherical target with a COS”O  radar scattering law, has

the form:

‘w+(%)’]”” (3)
.

Here, the spectral shape is determined by a single parameter, n, so that for non-spherical targets, the effects of

target shape, orientation, and scattering properties are all absorbed by n. A correlation -mveen  B and n is “built in”

to this model: echo spectra of huger. more specular targets may be dii%cult  to dktiIi#l!Nh  from those of smaller, less

specular ones.

Fits of an S(f) model yield n = 2,.4 * 0.7 and B = 89 * 4 Hz. This value of B , which corresponds to

D cos 5 = 102*5 km, is indicated in Fig. 10 (c), along with B(n) for 1< n <6, a range that spans values of n

reported so far for fits of an SO model to asteroid radar data, and also for modeling in which the target shape is so

thoroughly pararneterized  that one can realistically interpret n as a measure of scattering specularity.  For example.

in their analysis of echo spectra of the rather elongated asteroid 1685 Toro, Ostro et al. (1983) obtained n = 3.6* 1.4

from fitting an S(/) model spectrum to a weighted sum of 47 spectra with thorough rotation phase coverage, and n =

2.o4 * 0.45 from fitting the entiie  data set with a biaxial ellipsoid model with a cosnt3 scattering law. Also indicated

in Fig. 10 (c) is the bandwidth, 110 Hz, for an equatorial view of a sphere with Zelinda’s IRAS diameter. Given

Zelinda’s Iightcurve amplitude (0.3 mag). it seems plausible that the asteroid’s maximum breadth might be - 15’%

larger than the IRAS diameter. We don’t know if our data sample the maximum-breadth orientation, but surely we

sampled orientations <45’ from it. In consideration of all this information, we conclude that our view of Zelinda

was probably closer to equatorial than pole-on.

The Jan. 18 spectra exhibit a brighmess  feature that persists from 92.4” through 98.8” (Fig. 11), but because of a

gap in phase coverage from 85” to 92°, this feature could be present at a similar strength for up to 14° of rotation

phase. The bandwidth of the feature is -12  Hz (three spectral resolution elements), corresponding to a linear

dimension of at least 14 km/cm 5. As with the Iris and Metis  glints, the source cannot be a reflectivity feah.ue  but

rather must arise from an anomalously large fraction of the asteroid’s projected area in a small Doppler domain
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being normally oriented toward the radar. Even AI$ -7° is much larger than the < 1“ range that would result from

a pmfectl  y flat, kilometer-sized plane rotating through the radar-facing orientation. The observed phase-frequency

signature of the radar feature probably could result from a region whose surface elements have normals within -10°

of each other. We interpret the rapid fading of the glint at 99° to mean that the responsible region is extremely flat at

scales very much larger than 10 meters. Zelinda’s  low circular polarization ratio indicates that the surface is very

smooth at cm-to-m scales.

Klcopatra

Kleopatra’s maximum optical lightcurve  amplitude of 1.18 magnitudes is among the largest measured for any

main-belt object (Lagerkvist P[ al. 1989) and is remarkable considering the asteroid’s large radiometric diameter,

135 * 2 km. Extensive lightcurve observations have been interpreted in terms of an ellipsoidal model with axis

ratios within several percent of a/b = 2.71 and b/c = 1.30 and a pole direction of either (71° & 3°, +19” * 3“) 01

(236° * 3°, +34° * 30), with the former directicm strongly favored (Magnusson  1986, 1990). Drummond et al.

(1991) obtained axis ratios of a/b= 2.56* 0,16 and blc = 1.33* 0.01 and a pole direction within 9“ of (69”, +100),  in

reasonable agreement with Maguusson.  A 250@Ox70-km  ellipsoid with Magnusson’s  favored pole direction would

have presented the same pro~ted area to IRAS as a 135-km-diameter sphere; however, scaling such an elongated

ellipsoid to the IRAS diameter in this manner is risky (Brown 1985).

Occultation observations in 1980 and 1991 provide independent constraints on Kleopatra’s dimensions. The

1980 occultation. near a time of Iightcurve minimum (with 5 M -1 50), yielded five apparently complete chords from

40 to 90 km in length plus four apparently incomplete chords that were fit by a 125x93 km ellipse (Dunham 1981).

The 1991 occultation, near a time of lightcutwe  maximum (with b w -34”), yielded nine apparently complete chords

fit by a 230x55 km ellipse (Dunham 1992), suggesting that the asteroid is even more elongated than lightcurve-

based inferences would indicate. Nevertheless, for the moment, let us adopt an ellipsoid with dimensions within

15% of 250x90x70 km and a pole direction within 3° of (71”, +19”) as an a priori model.

The modest SNR of our Kleopatra echoes is adequate to reveal several noteworthy characteristics of the spectral

signature. Figure 12 shows weighted sums of spectra in seven -45° phase intervals, The spectra from bins 4 and 7

appear to be less than half as wide as those from the other bins, which is consistent with expectations about the

asteroid’s extreme elongation. The shaded boxes define interval estimates of the spectral edge positions based on

the a priori  ellipsoid model. Since the phase origin of our spectra  is not known accurately, we assume that the

weighted average phase of the “group 4“ spectrum coincides with the asteroid’s minimum bandwidth orientation.

Figure 13 shows two spectra obtained by taking  weighted averages of the spectra from bins 4 and 7 (top panel) and

from the other five bins (bottom panel). The shaded boxes in that figure correspond to the a priori model in its

minimum and maximum bandwidth orientations. The boxes encompass the innermost zero crossings of the wide-
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bandwidth spectrum but are outside those of the narrow-bandwidth spectrum. To the degree that the zero crossings

approximate the true spectral edge positions, this result is consistent with the evidence from the 1991 occultation

that Kleopatra’s  minimum pole-on breadth is shorter than that of the lightcurve-biwd model ellipsoid.

The most intriguing aspect of the Kleopatra echoes is the bimodtdity of the wide-bandwidth spectra. As shown

in Fig. 12 there is a central deficit of echo power in four of the five phase groups (1, 2, 3, and 5) that exclude the

narrow-bandwidth orientations. The central deficit is seen most clearly in an average of all wide-bandwidth spectra

(Fig. 13, lower panel). This spectral signature, which resembles that of 4769 Castalia  (Ostro e( al. 1990), is

consistent with Weidenschilling’s  (1980) conjecture that Kleopatra  is a dumbbell-shaped asteroid, However,

whereas high-SNR resolution of Castalia’s  echcm in time delay as well as Doppler frequency and rotation phase

allowed reliable estimation of that object’s shape and established its bifurcation (Hudson and Ostro  1994), our much

sparser Kleopatra  data set precludes shape reconstruction at a similar level of detail.

Kleopatra’s  weighted-mean OC radar cross section is 7100* 1800 km2. The weighted-mean projected area of

the a priori ellipsoid is 16200* 3400 km2, which is 13% larger than that of a sphere with Kleopatra’s  radiometric

diameter. (Here, weights based on the noise in each 4-minute spectrum have been applied to the projected area at

corresponding phases.) Our albedo  estimate based on the a priori ellipsoid is ~oc = 0.44 * 0.15. where the

assigned error is intended to include systematic uncertainties in both the radar cross section and the asteroid’s

dimensions and orientation. Klcopatra’s low “disc-integrated” cirmrlar polarization ratio (vc = 0.00 * 0.05) indicates

that the radar echo must arise almost enthely from single back-reflections from surface units that are smooth at

cm-to-m scales, Under these circumstances. the OC radar albedo  can be interpreted as the product gfi of a gain

factor and the Fresnel  reflection coefficient at normal incidence (Eq. 1). As noted in Section 3, the gain factor g

would be unity for a smooth sphere and is expected to be within a few tens of percent of unity for most large main-

belt asteroids; however, Kleopatra’s  highly elongated shape could result in a gain factor that not only differs

significantly from unity but also depends on the asteroid’s orientation.

Discrepancies between Kleopatra’s  radar signature and predictions of the a priori model suggest the potential for

mcxlel  refinement, Limited SNR codlnes  this study to only the simplest models that can account for the spectra, but

perhaps the most important benefit of this approach is that in modeling the echoes, one can estimate the average

scattering law as well as the shape. In this way, the shape model ammnts  for structural ccmtributions  to g at “tile”

scales, while the scattering law absorbs ccmtributions  tog from structure at smaller (“facet’? scales. TMs mitigates a

significant source of uncertainty in the interpretation of Kleopatra’s  radar albedo.

A simple four-parameter model for Kieopatra consists of a biaxial ellipsoid (a> b = c) with a pc@’8 scattering

law. The model’s scale (in km) is uncertain by at least .20% because of umw-tainty in the pole direction; however,

the scale factor cancels in the ratio a/b. As before, we assume that the weighted average phase of the “group 4“

sptxtrum  in Fig. 12 coincides with the, asteroid’s minimum bandwidth orientation. This has the effect of minimizing

estimates for the afb ratio. Figure 14 shows the least-squares result, which yields  a reduced chi-squw  of 1.10. The
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expected correlation between the ellipsoid’s dimensions and the scattering law exponent was evident in our search

for the best-fit values of a. b, p, and n; however, our estimate for tis model’s afb ratio, 4.1 * 1.3 (95% contldence),

supports the hypothesis that Kleopatra  is more elongated than lightmrve-bmd estimates.

Two biaxial ellipsoids in contact provide a slightly more complicated model, with three additional free

parameters: two for the second ellipsoid’s axes and one for the separation of the ellipsoids’ centers. (The ellipsoids

are allowed to overlap, but the a-axes arE forced to be collinear. in addition, the Doppler frequency of the model’s

center of mass is forced to coincide with the prediction ephemeris.) Figure 15 shows the least-squares result, which

has a reduced chi-square  of 0.98. The -10% improvement in Z2 supports the hypothesis that the two-ellipsoid model

provides a better fit to the data than does the one-ellipsoid model.  The breadth ratio, defined to be the model’s total

extent along the line containing the c-axes divided by the maximum extent orthogonal to that line, is 3.6 k 1.1 (9590

confidence). This supports our favored hypothesis that Kleopatra is more elongated than lightcurve-based  estimates

but does not rule out a breadth ratio as small as -2.5.

The one- and two- component ellipsoid models provide acceptable fits to the data, but the 1991 occultation

chords (Fig.  16) suggest that both models are simplistic. Those chords, albeit few, show no evidence for a bifurcated

shape. On the contrary, one anomalously long chord hints at the presence of a 25-km-high “mountain” (Dunham

1992). Extensive explorations of more complex shapes indicate that a variety of nonconvex shapes can provide

good visual matches to our spectra but cannot survive statistical tests of significance — the SNR and geometric

leverage of our data simply are. inadequate. In light of the 1991 occultation, we cannot rule out the possibility that

the bimodal  spectra arise from radar reflectivity variations along the length of the asteroid.

Regardless of whether or not Kleopatra  is bifurcated, the ellipsoid models provide insight into the physical

interpretation of Kleopatra’s  radar albedo. It is useful to define  tie “e@valent  sphefic~  ~WO” ( 8S ) to be tie

radar albedo that a sphere would have for any particular scattering law (Hudson and Ostro 1994). The goal here is

to separate the contribution of Kleopatra’s  overall shape (at “tile” scales and larger) from the gain factor g, which

may permit more useful comparisons with other radar-detected MB As, whose shapes are generally less exotic than

Kleopatra’s.  For the cosine scattering law used above, 8S = 2p/( n + 1). The equivalent spherical albedo of

the one4ipsoid  model is 6S =0.52*0.21. md tiat of tie two-elfipsoid  model is 6S =0.50*0.19. Bo~ es~a~s

are similar to ~oc (the albedo  based on the a priori  ellipsoid).  w~ch  shows hat Kl@pa~a’s  elongation n~ not

result in a value of g significantly different from unity. On this basis, we expect physical inferences from

comparison of Kleopatra’s  albedo with other MBA values to be reliable. Furthermore, if we assume that surface

structures at “facet” scales can be treated statistically as a distribution of slopes, and if we adopt Parker’s (1973)

slope probability density function. then for a sphere with a pcosntl  scattering law we can

write: g = 1+.&( l+s~), wkre So= m; is the adirection.al  rms slope (see the Appendix). For n -6,

facet-scale surface structures increase a sphere’s gain factor g by only - 14%. Thus, we exped Kleopatra’s  radar

albedo ( ~oc ) to be a reasonable first approximation to R. We will return to this issue in Section 5.
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Victoria

Victoria’s lightcurves  have a (synodic)  period of 8.662 hours (Fxikson  1990) and a maximum amplitude of -0.3

mag (Lagerkvist  et al. 1989), similar to lightcmve  amplitudes for Iris and Zelinda. No lightcurve-based  shape

model has been published, but Tempesti and Burchi (1969) estimated the pole direction to be (RA, Dee) =

(4b 12m ~ 6“’, +3”* 30), noting that their quoted uncertainty is probably too small. The corresponding ecliptic

coordinates are X = 242° * 3“ and P = +17” * 4“. Victoria’s radiomctric  diameter is 113 A 3 km (Tedesco and Veeder

1992).

Victoria’s sky positions during our 1982 and 1989 observations were -30° apart. Figure 17 shows weighted

sums of spectra for each apparition. The above pole direction predicts subradar latitudes of -30” * 5“ in 1982 and

-2” * 4° in 1989. From Eq, 2, the instantaneous bandwidth (B, Hz) and breadth (D, km) satisfy:

B(D) = 3.20 D cos 6. For a maximum pole-on breadth between 1.0 and 1.2 times the radiometric diameter. the

predictions for 5 correspond respectively to B = 290-400 Hz and 350-440 Hz, as indicated by the brackets in

Fig. 17. The zero crossing bandwidths in 1982 and 1989 are significantly smaller than the predicted values. ●

As with Zelinda,  we have used least-squares fits of an S(f) spectral model (Eq. 3) to constrain B and hence &

The shaded boxes in Fig. 17 show spectral edge positions from fits with n fixed to values between 1 and 6.

Figure 18 shows constraints on Victoria’s pole direction based on our S@ band width estimates and the assumption

that the maximum breadth sampled in each year was within 20% of 113 km. For each year, our interval estimate for

5 defines an annular domain of possible pole directions (dotted curves). The intersection of the domains from 1982

and 1989, outlined by the thick curves, bound the space of admissible pole directions. If we instead enforce the

predicted bandwidths on the SO model, then fits to our spxtra  yield n = 7.3 (12.8) for the 1982 (1989) observations.

It is, of course, conceivable that an exotic shape and an unusually specular scattering law have conspired to produce

spectra for which any of our bandwidth estimation approaches would lead to a gross underestimate of B; however, to

the extent that our experience with the other targets discussed here is a valid guide, we prefer the hypothesis that in

each year b was significantly huger than the Tempesti-B tuchi  predictions.

Figures 19 and 20 show weighted sums of spectra within -50” phase intervals (a) and -8° phase intervals (b)

from the 1982 and 1989 observations, respectively. Figure 20 shows that the 1989 spectra are persistently bimodal

throughout the third phase interval, but are unirnodal  throughout the opposite (first) interval. This pattern is also

evident in the somewhat noisier 1982 echoes (Fig, 19), but the rotation period is not known with sufficient accuracy

to provide a mrunon phase origin fcr both data sets. Instead, we have numbered each of the 1989 phase groups to

match the most nearly corresponding 1982 phase group based on the qualitative appearance of the spectra.

We have explored the character of irregular shapes that can produce model spectra with Victoria’s unusual

spectral signature; however, such models demand large numbers of shape parameters, precluding identification of a

statistically acceptable, demonstrably unique model. To the extent that the backscattering  is uniform and geometric
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(oO(0)  - cos 0), a Doppler spectrum maps the distribution of projected area across the object’s plane-of-sky

projection. h axisymmetric  ob~@ct spinning about a symmetry axis would give identical spectra at all phases. (Let

us assume principal-axis rotation throughout this discussion.) For a geometrically scattering target viewed

equatonally,  echo spectra 180” apart would be identical but with the Doppler frequency reversed. These extreme

examples clearly do not apply to Victoria. Rather, the asteroid’s distinctive signature must involve some interesting

shape and/or scattering properties. In light of (i) the persistence in phase of the spectral bifurcation, (ii) the

apparently modest limb-darkening of MBAs at radar wavelengths, and (iii) the absence of observational evidence

for (or theoretical arguments predicting) severe radar albedo variations on S-class MBAs, we expect that the object

would have a swongly  bimodal appearance in t-he orientation that produced our birnodal spectra. That is, we suggest

that the simplest hypothesis is that Victoria’s strongly bimodal  spectra most likely arise from a prominent concavity.

Since opposite phases are not birnodal,  we infer that the shape is not axisymmetric  and that our view was at least a

few tens of degrees from equatorial (consistent with the radar constraints on pole direction).

5. RAM1FJCATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS AND ASTEROID SCIENCE

Disk-integrated properties

Table III lists for each experiment our estimates of the OC radar cross section. circular polarization ratio, and OC

radar albedo, which were determined from weighted averages of all available spectra. For Iris, Metis, and Victoria,

there is reasonable agreement in kc from year to year once expected variations in projected area are accounted for,

The circular polarization ratios for each target also show good agreement, except for Iris. as noted in Section 4.

Table IV lists for each target the weighted averages of Ilc and ~oc from all Arecibo observations. The low circular

polarization ratios indicate that most of the echo power arises from single back-reflections from smooth surface

elements. so that boc = g~ may be used to constrain the normal reflectivity /?. As discussed by 0CS85 and

Ostro et al. (1991), for dry, particulate mixtures of meteoritic minerats  with particle sizes no larger than -2./100, R

depends almost linearly on bulk density (d), which in turn is a function of the pm fraction (p6rosity)  and the zero-

porosity density (the specific gravity) of the mixture’s solid mate~ial. An empirical relation (Garvin et al. 1985) that

is applicable for porosities  higher than -2070 is:

d ( R ) [1l+~R
=  3.21n ——

l-fi
(4)

For mixtures of metal and silicates with porosities  lower than about 20%, small volume concentrations of metal

can increase R by an amount that depends on the ele~trical  properties of each phase and on the metal particles’

dimensions and packing geometry, For solid enstatite  chondrites, whose typical density corresponds to a reflectivity

of 0.26 by the above formula, laboratory investigations of “loadai  dielectrics” predict reflectivities  between 0.4 and

0,7 and measurements of meteorite specimens yield values -0.7 (Fig.21 l%]).
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Figure 21 (a) plots the OC radar albedos of most radar-detected MB As. When taken as a group, so as to average

out target-to-target variations in g, S-class MBAs tend to have somewhat higher radar albcxlos than C-class MBAs.

This is consistent with expectations about mineralogical diHerences  between S- and C-class asteroids (Table V).

The radar albedos of Iris and Metis  are typical of radar-detected, S-clrrss MBAs, which have an unweighed mean

radar albedo  of 0.14*0.04 (0( S85). In contrast, Victoria has the ~ghest  rad~ al~o yet memured for MI $c1ms

MBA. Similarly, Zelinda’s  radar albedo is higher than most other C-class radar targets, which have an unweighed

mean radar albedo  of 0.11 * 0.04. DiHerences  in boc among our ~m S-CISSS  @gets ~d betw~n Zehnda ~d C-

class targets as a group could be due to variations in surfam mineralogy (e.g.. Gaffey et al. 1993), surface porosity,

and regolith thickness; however, in the absence of detailed shape information, physical inferences based on the radar

albedo of any individual target are obscured by uncertain y in g, especially in the case of Victoria, which evidently

has a very unusual shape.

Kleopatra’s  radar albedo exceeds those of all other radar-detected MBAs (the next highest is 0.28 for 16 Psyche)

and all radar-detected NEAs except 1986 DA (&oc = 0.58; Ostro  et al. 1991). Moreover, the asteroid’s near-zero

value of WC distinguishes Kleopatra  as one of the smoothest radar-detected targets at cm-t~m scales. Candidate

meteorite analogs for M asteroids are irons (possibly with silica[e  inclusions) and enstatite  chondrites,  which are

assemblages of NiFe metal and enstatite (Table V). With the above formula, a reflection coet%cient equal to

Kleopatra’s  albedo  corresponds to densities between 3.8 and 6.5 g cm-3. Taken at face value, these numbers are

consistent with a nearly entirely metatlic  composition and a porosity typical of the lunar regolith  (-40%), but rule

out an enstatite  chondrite  mineralogy unless the porosity is nearly zero. (Note that for any given porosity, R is two

to three  times higher for irons than for enstatite  chondrites.) The equivalent spherical albedos  derived in Section 4

argue that Kleopatra’s high radar albedo  is not simply an artifact of a highly elongated shape. Thus, unless the

asteroid is unusual in some other respect (e.g., if the regolith thickness were < 1 m on Kleopatra  but >>1 m on

other radar-detected asteroids), it might be a core remnant of a dlisionally  disrupted. differentiated asteroid.

shapes

Collisions are believed to be the dominant geologic process in the asteroid belt. Catastrophic impacts provide a

natural explanation for asteroid families (Chaprm.n  et al. 1989), but serious questions remain about the extrapolation

of laboratory impact experiments over many orders of magnitude to asteroid sizes and the extents to which internal

material strength and self gravity play a role as a fuDction of size (Fujiwara  et al. 1989 and referenms therein,

Heusen et al, 1991, Ryan et al. 1991, Nakamura et a/. 1992). Nevertheless, the shape distribution of fragments

produced in laboratory impact experiments closely resembles that of moderate to small (D< 100 km) main-belt

asteroids m inferred from their Iightcurves  (Caprccioni  et al. 1984). Larger asteroids tend to have smaller lightcume

amplitudes and are thought to have more symmetrical shapes. Based on inferred collision rates in the main belt,

large asteroids (D Z 150 km) are thought to be thoroughly fractured by collisions (Farinella  et al. 1982, Davis et af.

1989), possibly resulting in zero-strength “rubble piles” with shapes governed largely by the influences of gravity
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and centrifugal force (Weidenschilling  1980). However, little is known about the internal structures of MB As, e g,,

the size distribution of the inferred rubble and how internal structures might be manifested at the surface. An

asteroid’s ability to reach an ideal equilibrium shape (e.g.. a Maclaurin  spheroid or a Jacobi ellipsoid) could be

limited by the largest rubble fragments.

Galileo images of Gaspra  and Ida reveal concavities and flat regions spanning significant fractions of those

asteroids’ dimensions (Thomas et al. 1994.  Belton et al. 1994). One of the flat regions on Gaspra is 6 km across, or

roughly one third of asteroid’s longest dimension. Stereographic measurements show that the maximum deviation

from a plane in that region is 0.21 km. A preliminary analysis of Ida images reveals similar planar regions on an

asteroid two times larger (Belton  et af. 1994). The origin of these flat regions is currently unknown, although

Greenberg et al. (1994) suggest that these regions and others could be of impact origin. In any event. such

topography suggests the presence of coherent structures (possibly “blocks” with significant tensile strength). Moore

et af. (1994) suggest that stress-wave fmusing could be responsible for grooved terrain on Ida, which would imply

that the bulk of Ida is a single coherent structure.
.

Radar spikes in our spectra of Iris, Metis, and Zelinda suggest that large flat regions exist on asteroids much

larger than Gaspra and Ida — indeed, the flat regions themselves appear to be larger than Gmpra. Are such features

common on asteroid surfaces? The fact that glints were. observed from 3 of the 37 radar-detected MBAs may be

significant considering the - 10% probability of any particular flat region being oriented within 10° of the radar-

facing direction at some time during an observation with complete rotational coverage. Future obsewations  (see

below) are expected to provide a much larger and higher SNR asteroid radar sample. The prevalence of flat regiom,

especially if they attest to the presence of blocks, may improve our understanding of the internal structures of

MBAs.

Radar spectra of Kleopatra  and Victoria suggest that the shapes of large MBAs can be far removed from simple

ellipsoids, but the available information leaves us with more questions than answers. Kleopatra  is by all accounts

highly elongated, but it is unclear whether the asteroid is a “contact binary” or a single component with a prominent

concavity, or if strong radar reflectivity variations along the asteroid’s length have conspired to produce the bimodal

radar spwtra.  Victoria’s unusual radar signature implies the presence of a prominent concavity, but the asteroid’s

gross shape remains largely unknown. We note that the amplitudes and shapes of Victoria’s Iightcurves are

unremarkable (hgerkvist  et al. 1987, 1988; Binzel et al 1989), which raises the question of what fraction of large

MBAs possess large-scale topography and serves as a reminder of the limitations of triaxial  ellipsoids as

approximations to asteroid shapes.
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6. FUTURE OBSERVATIONS

Our ability to constrain the shapes of Kleopawa  and Victoria and the surface mineralogy of any of our targets

was limited by the available SNR and the lack of delay-resolved echoes, which provide important geometric

leverage for the shape inversion technique described above. This situation is expected to improve dramatically in

mid- 1996 upon completion of a major upgrade of the Arecibo telescope, which should provide a -20-fold increase

in radar sensitivity (Campbell et al. 1994). Table VI lists OC SNR predictions for selected opportunities between

1997 and 2007 to observe our five targets with the upgraded Arecibo radar. (For comparison, the peak SNR per day

was -2000 during the 1989 observations of Castalia.)  These are by no means the only MBA opportunities –-

roughly five per year will have SNR > 100 per day. An experiment spanning several days on such a target would

provide enough echo strength to place 100’s of delay-Doppler cells on the asteroid at each of many different rotation

phases. Such data sets may be inverted to provide simultaneous estimates of the target’s three-dimensional shape

and radar scattering properties with the same techniques used for Castalia,  thus enabling us to place useful

constraints on MBA mineralogy and potential meteoritic associations.

APPENDIX

Under the assumptions of geometric optics (facet ~ wavelength; UC = O) and perfect conductivity (R = 1).

Simpson and Tyler (1982) derive an expression for the radar cross section per unit surface area on the target:

(A-1)

where pP(0) is the probability that a facet’s normal is within a solid angle do making an angle O with respect to the

mean surface normal (Parker 1973). This probability density function is normalized via:

r’r/2

J
Pp($)  sin OdO = 1 , (A-2)

To relate E@ A-1 to the empirical “cosine” scattering law (00 = p cos% ) intrduced in Section 3 and utilized in

our modeling of Kleopatra  echoes, we first relax the assumption of perfect conductivity by multiplying the right

hand side of Eq. A-1 by the Fresnel  reflection coefficient at normal incidence, R. Then. combining the cosine

scattering law with I@. A-1 and A-2 yields:

Pp(e) = 01+ 2) COS’’+18

and

2p
R  =  -—

11-t2  “
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Given the slope probability density fiction,  PP(0). tie ad~~tional  rms S1OW (so) Cm be c~culated  via (Simpson

and Tyler 1982):

1/2

[1

rt/2
- 1 / 2

so = ( tan2erml, ) = tan20 pp( 0) sin 0 d3

1

=m, . (A-5)

Equations A-1 through A-5 apply at the tile scale. that is, the shape has not yet been specified. As a concrete

example, the radar cross section of a sphere with a diameter D and a cosine scattering law is:

which corresponds to a radar albedo of

4% = 2[) =rl+2. R~s=— —.— —.—
rcD2 rl+l )1+1 “

Finally, the sphere’s gain factor g is:

(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)
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Table I : Observations

Target Dates Spanned (UT) tO (h, UT) # runs RA (h) Dec (d@ Dist (AU) fTx (MHz) Af (Hz)

1980 Sep 26 - Ott 01 2.62 7 23.6 (0.07) 10 (0.6) 0.94 (0.001) 2380 9.8

7 Iris 1 9 8 4  Dec 19- Dec 24 2.84 25 5.3 (0.08) 22 (0.5) 0.95 (0.018) “ 9.8

1991 Sep !5 - Sep28 4.43 32 22.7 (0.17) 3 (1) 1.02 (0.012) 8495 39.1

1984 Mar 17- Mar 22 3.39 15 12.2 (0.03) 9 (0.4) 1.44 (0.006) 2380 9.8
9 L?vletis

1986 NO V21 - NOV 2 3 2.25 9 4.4 (0.04) 21 (0.04) 1.12 (0.003) “ 9.8

1982 %P 29 - Ott 05 1.16 15 0.2 (0.08) 15 (1.1) 1.03 (0.014) “ 9.8
12 Vlctona

1989 Aug 19- Aug 2i 8.62 9 22.3 (!3.03) 9 @J)
w 0.88 (0.001)  “ 9.8
a

216 KIeopatra 1985 NOV  18- Dec 01 0.21 13 4.0 (O. 16) 9 (2.0) 1.18 (0.024) “ 18.8

654 Z&da 1988 Jan H – Jan IS 6.70 9 5.7 mnl~ 2! (0.?) 0.89 ~o.w) “. . ..-. 3.9

Table I: Right ascension, declination, and distance are given for epochs near the weighted midpoint of observation; the range of values spanned
is in prmnthesm. An epoch of zero rotation phase, tO. is given for the fist date of each experiment. Zero phase c!ees not co-rres.pmd !0 any

pardcuk orientation of the asteroid, nor is there any phase correspondence from year to year. The number of transmit-receive cycles, or
runs, is given in the fourth column. The transmitter frequency (fH ) and the raw frequency mduti~  (M of tie echo ~ppler  spec~a Me
given in the last two columns.
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Table II : Prior Information

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
IRAS Model Ellipsoid Symdic Pole Direction

Target Class Diameter 2a 2b 2c Period long. lat. Year 6 <AP> B~m (5)

7 Iris s 200* 10 260 220 155 7.139 15*5 +25 k 15 1980 -69 *10 43100 t 9300 360 * 180

1984 -21 *8 31900 * 7700 940 * 150

1991 -56 f 10 40900 * 9100 2010 *620

9 Metis s– 215 170 135 5.078 O*5 +20 * 10 1984 +61 *10 27000 f 5800 570 * 2(K)

180 * 5 +30 * 10 -69*11  2760016000 420 * 220

f9f36 -20 * 7 21500 f 5400 ~joo *~70

+20 f 7 21500 * 5400 1100 * 170

12 Victoria s 113*3 – — — 8.662 242 * 3 +17 *4 1982 -30 k 5 Im * 2000 290-400

1989 -2*4 l(KKIO * 2000 350-440

2i6  Kieopatra M :35 * 2 250 90 7Q 5.385 71*3 +19 * 3 1985 -58 &4 15900 * 3500 680 * 130

654 Zdiida c 127*4  – — – 31.9 — – 1988 – 12700 * 2500 <140

w4 Table II — notes by cohumx

(1) Taxonomic  classification (Tholen  1989) based on visual and infrared data.
(2) Tedesco  and Veeder (1992). These “radiometric  diameters”’ (in km) assume a spherical asteroid that  obeys tie Srzux%rd Tbewal  Model  (Iehofsky

and Spencer 1989). Departu.m from sphericity  may bias these estimates to an extent that depends on the asteroid’s shape and its orientation at the
time of the IRAS observation (Brown 1985) .-

(3) Adopted axis dimensims (in km) based on a combination of radiomernc,  lightcurve. and occultation data (see text). We adopt an Unuatainty  of 15’%
in each dimension.

(4) Except for Viitona  @-i.kson 1990). synodic periods (in days) are from Lagerkvist  et al. ( 1989) and ~ferences  therein. See also Lagerkvist  et af.
(1987, 1988).

(5) l%liptic coordinates (in degrees) of the spin vector. Except for Victoria (Tempesti  and Burchi  1%9), all pole directions are those of Maguusson  (1986,
1990). Alternative pole directions, which may differ slightly from those listed, are noted in the text.

(6) yew of radw observation. All obsemations  were performed with the 12.6-cm Arecibo radar. except for the 1991 Iris observations (de Pater et al.
1994), which were performed with the 3.5=m Goldstone radar.

(7) Sub-radar latitude over the duration of observation corresponding to the listed pole direction and its uncertainties.

(8) Unwei@@d average projected area (h km2) of tie model ellipsoid over all rotat.km phases for the duration of observation. The uncertainty in the
model’s projected area incorporates the uncertainties in the axis dimensions and ~le direction.

(9) Maximum edge-to-edge bandwidth (in Hz) over the duration of observation for the a priori ellipsoid wib the listed pole direction and synodic  spin
perid  and all associated uncmainties.  Since there are no a priori ellipsoids for Victoria and Zelinda, we assume the maximum breadth sampled is
between 1.0 and 1.2 tines the IRAS diameter.

I
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Table III : Radar Properties by ExperiInent
———— - — - — . _ —.. _

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Target Year OC S!VR B~Q (Hz) BIlrJBzc UW (kmz) P(’ bw
———. —- ———. ..————. ——

Iris (A) 1980 22 277 ‘——0.70 5$00 (1500) 0.08 (0.03) 0.14 (0.05)

1984 28 &3 0.54 2900 ( 700) 0.19 (0.03) 0.09 (0.03)

Iris (G) 1991 19 1476 0.55 4100 (1OOO) 0.19 (0.05) 0.10 (0.03)— — . — - — .  —.— .
Metis 1984 12 180 0<86 3500 ( 920) 0.18 (0.08) 0.13 (0.04)

1986 13 640 0.61 2900 ( 730) 0.13 (0.05) 0.13 (0.05)———— —. ————. .
Victoria 1982 33 180 0.56 2100 ( 520) 0.14 (0.03) 0.21 (o.o~)

1989 54 160 0.60 2500 ( 620) 0.13 (0.05) 0.25 (0.08)———. —-.—— —. ——. -—
Kleopatra 1985 19 570 0.69 7100 (1800) 0.00 (0.05) 0.44 (0.15)— — . . —-——. —— --
Zelinda 1988 37 80 0.56 2300 ( 580) 0.13 (0.03) 0.18 (0.06)————. — - — — —  ———..——

Table III — notes by column:
(1) The OC SNR is the signal-~noise  ratio for an optimally filtered, weighted sum of all spectra from an experiment.

(2) By definition (Tiuri  1964). BFQ = A~ [(XSt)2/LSi2].  where S, are the spectral elements, and A~ is the “raw” fre-
quency resolution.

(3) B1lI, and Bzc are the half-power and zero-crossing bandwidths, respectively, of the weighted sum of all spectra
from an experiment smoothd  to a frequency resolution of B~,~10.

(4) am is the OC radar cross section. Assigned uncertainties are tie root sum square of systematic calibration
errors, estimated as 25% of the cross section values. and the standard deviation of the receiver noise in the equiva-
lent bandwidth (Brd.

(5) I+. is the  C~CUIM  polarization ratio (of SC to OC who power). The s~~d deviatio~  quoted  for ILC propagate
from the receiver noise alone.

(6) The radar albedo,  &m, is obtained by dividing om by the average pro~td ama of tie a priori model  e~ipsoid
at the epoch of our observatims, if available, or the proj@ed area of a sphere with the IRAS diameter (see
Table II). Uncataintes  propagate from those given fm ON md 4>.
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Table IV : Average radar properties
— — . _ - _ _  — — — —  .  .

Target Class (Pc ) (u~~)
——— —-.—— — — — .  - . .—— -. —-— _ .—— . .

Iris s 0.14 (0.06) 0.10 (0.03)

Metis s 0.14 (0.04) 0.13 (0.03)

Victoria s 0.14 (0.03) 0.23 (0.05)

Kleopatra M 0.00 (0.05) 0.44 (0.15)

Zelinda c 0.13 (0.03) 0.18 (0.06)-— ——— ———. — . . .

Table IV: Weighted averages of Wc and 6W from all Arecibo  radar experiments for each target.
For Iris, the uncertainty for (vc ) may encompm real variations in Vc as a fimction  of sub-
radar latitude (W text).

Table V : Asteroid-meteorite associations—— — . — —  ——. -.
Meteorite properties

Bulk Pementage abundance of
density metallics

Mineralogy Possible meteorite analogs (g cm-3) (Wt) (Vol)—-—— ————— . .——— ——— ——..—
M asteroids

Metal Irons 7.6 97 97

Metal + enstat.ite Enstatite  chondrites 3.6 32 19———. ——————  ..-—
S asteroids

Metal + olivine  + pyroxene Stony irons 4.9 50 30

Metal + olivine  + pyroxene Ordinary chondrites

H 3.6 24 12

L 3.5 14 8

LL 3.5 2 1

C asteroids
Hydrated silicatea Carbonaceous chondrites  (CI 1 ancl CM2) 2.6 11 6

+ carbon-oq@es-opaques

Table V: From Ostro et al. (1991). Meteorite analogs are from Lipschutz  el al. (1989). Typical densities and approx-
imate abundances of metallics  (native metals and metal sulfides) are horn  Tables 2.1 and 4.1 of Dodd (1981).
Table 24 of Buchwald  (1975), Table 2 of Keil (1%8), and Table 4.6 of Glass ( 1982). High-iron (H) and low-iron
(L) chondntes  are an order of magnitude more abundant than very low iron (IL) and enstat.ite (E) chondrites.  The
extremely rare Q asteroids might be analogous to ordinary chondrites (McFadden @ al. 1989).
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Table VI : Future Radar Opportunities
——— _-— — __— — .._

(1) (2) (3)
Current Future

Target Total SNR SNR per day Yea r. — — . —-——— — — —  ..—- — — . . — - —  —  ——. .-. —
Iris 28 100 2000

480 2006

Metis 13 140 1997

Victoria 54 220 2007

Kleopatra 19 330 1999

Zelinda 37 1150 2002

1080 2007. — — . _ - .  — - —  ——._ .-—

Table VI — notes by column:
(1) The OC SNR from the best experiment to date (see Table III).
(2) Prwlicted  OC SNR per day for nominal parameters of the upgraded Arecibo  radar. Fcx each prediction we assume

an equatorial view and a radar cross section given by the product of the target’s radar albedo (TabIe  IV) and the
projected area of a sphere with the target’s radiometric  diameter (except for Metis where we have assumed a diam-
eter of 170 km). We believe these predictions to be reliable within -30%.

(3) Selected opportunities between 1997 and 2007. The Arecibo  upgrade is expected to be complete by mid-1996.
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FIGURE  CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Arecibo radar spectra of Iris obtained in 1980 (top panel) and 1984 (bottom panel). Echo power. in standard

deviations of the noise, is plotted versus Doppler frequency relative to that of hypothetical echoes from the

asteroid’s center of mass,  The solid and dotted lines plot the OC and SC echoes, respectively, smoothed to a

frequency resolution of 30 Hz. Each spectrum is a weighted sum of independent spectra obtained at different

asteroid rotation phases, which are depicteci  in the inset with a radial “error bar” proportional to the standard

deviation of each spectrum included in the average. The arrow indicates zero phase. as defined in Table 1, and

phase increases in the counter-clrxkwise  sense. There is no correspondence bet ween 1980 and 1984 phases. The

vertical extent of the shaded boxes shows *1 standard deviation of the noise, while the horizontal extent shows

the expected range for the edge-to-edge bandwidth (Bm,)  based on radiometric and Iightcur-ve constraints on the

asteroid’s size, sha~, and spin vector (s= Table II).

Figure 2: Goldstone  3.5-cm radar spectrum of Iris obtained in 1991, smoothed to a frequency resolution of 240 Hz.

(See caption to Fig. 1.)
.

Figure 3: OC spectra of Iris from individual runs in 1980, each smoothed to a frequency resolution of 30 Hz.

(Spectrum 4 is the weighted sum of two runs.)  The frequency scale below spectrum 1 applies to all spectra. The

vertical bar at the origin indicates i 1 standard deviation of the noise. (See also caption to Fig, 1).

Figure 4: Weighted sums of OC echo spectra of Iris from 1984 within the rotation phase intends  depicted in the polar

plot, each smoothed to a frequency resolution of 30 Hz.. The frequency scale below spxtrum  5 applies to all

spectra. The vertical bar at the origin indicates *I standard deviation of the noise. (See also caption to Fig. 1).

Figure 5: OC spectra of Lris obtained in 1984 within narrow rotation phase ranges (cf. Fig. 4). A radar spike appears

in sptmrum “b” cen~red at a Doppler frequency of -305 Hz, but not in adjacent rotation phase ranges (a and c).

The spectra are smoothed to a frequency resolution of 90 Hz to maximize the spike’s height, The shaded boxes

are as in the lower panel of Fig. 1.

Figure 6: Arecibo  radar spara of Mehs obtained in 1984 (top panel) and 1986 (bottom panel). The solid and dotted

lines plot the OC and SC echoes, respectively, smoothed to frequency resolutions of 50 Hz (top) and 150 Hz

(bottom). The notation is the same as in Fig, 1. Various Iighcurve-based  pole solutions (see text) result in

different predictions for the edge-to-edge bandwidth in 1984 (stacked shaded boxes), but identical predictions in

1986. The innermost zero crossings of the 1984 spectrum seem to favor the D 1, D2, and M2 pole solutions (see

text).

Figure 7: Weighted sums of OC echo spectra of Metis  from 1984 within the rotation phase inteIvals  depicted in the

polar plot, each smoothed to a frequency resolution of 60 Hz. The frequency scale blow spectrum 6 applies to

all spectra.
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Figure 8: Weighted sums of OC echo spectra of Metis from 1986 within the rotation phase intervals depicted in the

polar plot, each smoothed to a frequency resolution of 100 HZ The frequency scale below spectrum 2 applies to

all spectra.

Figure 9: OC spectra of Metis obtained in 1984 within narrow rotation phase intervals (cf. Fig. 7). A radar spike

appears in spectra” a“ and “b” centered at a Doppler frequency of -85 Hz. The spectra are smoothed to a

frequency resolution of 50 Hz in order to maximize the spike’s height. No statistically signiilcsnt  feature is

present in spectrum “c,” which has a higher noise level than the other two spectra. The shaded boxes show edge-

teedge bandwidth predictions based on the D 1 and D2 pole solutions (see Fig. 6).

Figure 10: Radar Doppler spectra of Zelinda  obtained at Arecibo in 1988. (a): Weightd  average OC spectra from

each run (four 4-minute accumulations) smoothed to a frequency resolution of 12 Hz. The weighted average

rotation phase is indicated above each plot. (b): Weighted average OC spectra for each day at the raw 4-Hz

frequency resolution. (c): Weighted average OC and SC spectra for the entire experiment at the raw 4-Hz

frequency resolution. The horizontal extent of the shaded boxes is derived from fitting the spectrum with an S($

mcxlel (Eq. 3) for 1< n <6.  The best-fit value of n is 2.4 * 0.7 (arrows labeled “L. S,”). The arrows iabeled

“IRAS” show the maximum edge-to-edge bandwidth corresponding to the IRAS diameter and an equatorial view.

Figure 11: OC spectra of Zelinda from individurd 4-minute accumulations obtained at Arecibo  on 18 January 1988 (cf.

Fig. 10). The rotation phase is indicated above each spectrum. All spwtra  are smoothed to a frequency resolution

of 12 Hz, and the frequency scale below the last spectrum applies to all spectra. A radar spike appears at 92.4°

and disappars  abruptly at 99°.

Figure 12: Weighted sums of OC echo spectra of Kleopatra from 1985 within the rotation phase intervals depicted in

the polar plot, each smoothed to a frequency resolution of 60 Hz. The frequency scale below spectrum 4 applies

to all spectra. The shaded boxes show interval estimates of the spectral edge positions based on the u priori

ellipsoid model (see text).

Figure 13: Arecibo  radar spectra of Kleopatra obtained in 1985. The panels represent averages over different ranges

of asteroid rotation phase, as indicated by the insets (cf. Fig 1). The solid and dotted lines plot the OC and SC

echms, respectively, which are smoothed to a frequency resolution of 60 Hz. ‘HE shaded boxes  show interval

estimates of the spectral edge positions based on the a priori ellipsoid model (W text).

Figure 14: OC spectra of Kleopatra (thin lines) averaged within four rotation phase intervals as indicated by the phase

plot. Phases are averaged modulo  180” to maximize the SNR. The radar signature of the best-fit biaxial ellipsoid,

with a reduced chi squwe of 1.10, is shown by thick lines, and the difference (data - model) is shown by the

dashed lines. The vertical bar at the origin of each spectrum shows *1 standard deviation of the noise. and the

shaded boxes are as in Fig. 12. Note that a deficit of echo power near zero Doppler frequency is present over a

broad range of rotation pime  (spectra 1-3).
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Figure 15: Same as Fig. 14. exm.pt that the model is composed of two biaxird ellipsoids in contact, with a reduced chi

square of 0.98 (see text).

Figure 16: Adapted from Dunham (1992). Chords from the 1991 Kleopatra  occultation (solid lines). Dashed lines

are non-detectiorm, one of which is uncertain. The longest chord su~ests  a large topographic feature.

Figure 17: Arecibo radar spectra of Victoria obtained in 1982 (top panel) and 1989 (bottom panel) at the raw 1O-HZ

frequency resolution. The shaded boxes correspond to the S(/1 fitting  procdure (cf. Fig. 10 [cl) with 1 S n S 6.

The brackets show interval estimates of the spectral edges based on the pole d~ection of Tempesti  and Burchi

(1969) and assuming that the maximum breadth sampled was between 1.0 and 1.2 times the IRAS diameter (see

Table II).

Figure 18: Comparison of radar and lightcurve constraints on Victoria’s pole direction shown in a rectangular

projection of geocentric ecliptic coordinates. The radar constraints are obtained by fitting each spectrum shown in

Fig. 17 with a spherical model that has a diameter between 1.0 and 1.2 times the IRAS diameter (Table II) and a

cosine scattering law exponent between 1 and 6. The aspect angle (a= b + 90”) between the radar line of sight

and the asteroid’s spin vector is adjusted to maintain the best fit while the diameter and scattering law exponent

are perturbed within the specified limits. This procedure yields an allowed range for a, which defines an annulus

(dotted lines)  centered on the asteroid’s coordinates (plus symbol). l’he sense of rotation is not determined with

this method, so there are actually two annuli  for each date corresponding to k 5. The intersections of the annuli

(outlined in bold) detine four possible regions for the pole coordinates that are consistent with both spectra. The

pole direction derived by Tempesti and Burchi (1%9), shown by the filled circle with error bars. is inmmpatible

with the radar constraints.

Figure 19 (a): Weighted sums of OC echo spectra of Victoria obtained in 1982 within four -50° rotation phase

intervals, smoothed to a freque~y resolution of 30 Hz. Individual runs (or in some cases two runs that nearly

coincide in phase) are indicated by letters (a-c) within each group. The frequency scale below the group 1

spectrum is the same for all spectra. (b): Weighted sums of OC echo spectra within each of the phase sub-groups

defined in (a). The weighted average phase (degrees) and phase sub-group are indicated, respectively, in the upper

left and right of each spectrum.

Figure 20 (a): Weighted sums of OC echo spectra of Victoria obtained in 1989 within three -50° rotation phase

intervals, smoothed to a frequency molutiaI  of 30 Hz. Indhidual  runs are indicated by letters (a-c) within each

group. These are intended to corresond roughly to the group designations in Fig, 19. The frequency scale below

the group 3 spectrum is the same for all spectra. (b): Weighted sums of OC echo spectra within each of the phase

sub-groups defined in (a). The weighted average phase (degrees) and phase sub-group are indicated, respectively,

in the upper left and right of each spectrum.
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Figure 21 (a): Asteroid radar albedo versus diameter for selected MBAs. Each of our targets is identified by a three-

letter abbreviation, and all orhers by a symbol indicating taxonomic class. The radar tdbedos of MBA targets not

discussed in this paper are taken from Table 2 of Ostro et al. (1991). (b): Reflection coefficient (R) for meteorite

types (Table V). The curves show R as a function of porosity based on the average of three empirically deter-

mined functions (OCS85, Garvin et al. 198S, Ulaby e( al. 1990) over the range of lunar soil porosities,  These

curves are probably accurate to& 25~0. The oval fields show ranges of R expxled  for several meteorite types on

the basis of laboratory investigations (Kelley  et al. 19S3, Nielsen 1974. pettengill  et al. 1988) of “load~ dielw-

tries.” Cross-hatched fields show measurements of R for six meteorite specimens (Campbell and Ulrichs  1969).
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